We model the electron and hole spin dynamics in an undoped double quantum well structure, considering the carrier tunneling between quantum wells, which is enhanced by an electric field directed along the growth axis. Taking into account also the presence of an in-plane or tilted magnetic field, we provide the simulation of magneto-optical experiments, like the time resolved Kerr rotation measurement, which are performed currently on such structures to probe the temporal spin dynamics. With our model, we reproduce the experimentally observed effect of the extension of the spin polarization life time caused by the spatial charge separation, which may occur in structures of this type. Moreover, we provide a number of qualitative predictions concerning the necessary conditions for observation of this effect as well as about possible channels of its suppression. We consider also the impact of the magnetic field tilting, which results in an interesting spin polarization dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapidly expanding field of spintronics 1,2 creates a need for new types of feasible spin manipulation systems of high quality. This and the high level of the state of the art of the solid-state-based experimental techiques make the exploration of spin dynamics and spin coherence in semiconductors particularly interesting. The area of possible applications of such research is wide, including the development of new devices, like logic circuits 3, 4 , magnetic random access memories [5] [6] [7] , semiconductor spin-based quantum computing 8, 9 , or spintransfer nano-oscillators 10 .
The search for good structures, which could be the candidates for spin-based devices started mostly with the investigation of the dynamics of conduction-band electrons in compound semiconductors without inversion center, for example, GaAs 11 . At that time, the hole spin states did not focus so much attention mostly due to their subpicosecond dephasing time in a bulk GaAs 12, 13 . However, the picture changes if one explores the spin dynamics in nanostructures, where the reduction of the system dimensionality yields the hole-spin coherence time extension, up to a few picoseconds in p-doped quantum wells (QW) [14] [15] [16] . This can still be enhanced by a further carrier localization occurring at low temperatures, e.g. on local interface potential fluctuations or some kind of trapping centres [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Additionally, hole spins are not affected by the contact-hyperfine-interaction-driven decoherence due to their p-like wave functions 22 . Finally, the high anisotropy of the hole g-factor in a low-dimensional GaAs, creates new possibilities of spin manipulation [23] [24] [25] .
The possibility of the experimental investigation of spin dynamics in neutral nanostructures is limited by the exciton recombination, which, in most cases, is much faster than the actual spin dynamics to be considered 26 . For that reason, doped structures with persistently present resident electron/hole spins are commonly used and methods of resident spin polarization have been proposed [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 27 . However, the usage of doped structures comes with a number of drawbacks, first of which is the lowering of the material quality (especially optical) caused by the doping as well as problems with proper doping (particularly p-type) of some materials, like InGaAs 18 . Moreover, it has been shown that there is an intrinsic spin dephasing present in the initialization of resident spins caused both by the temporal excitation to charged excitonic complex states with subsequent recombination itself and by the phonon reservoir reaction to this carrier system evolution, which takes place during the laser pulse 28 . This may be important in future applications but affects also the results of current experiments 29 , in particular those based on the resonant spin amplification effect 20, 30, 31 , where the spin coherence is crucial for the formation of the observed signal. For that reason, the search for an undoped system with long living spins was crucial. It brought a proposal and first realizations of double quantum well structures, in which, after the optical excitation, the electron-hole pair is spatially separated due to the carrier tunneling between the quantum wells enhanced by the electric field 32 . This leads to the extension of carriers life time by orders of magnitude (tens of microseconds instead of less than 5 ns for straight exciton in QWs 33 ), which removes the "artificial" upper limit for the spin life time.
In this work we present a theoretical modeling of the spin dynamics taking place in such a system. We deal with an undoped double quantum well (DQW) system excited by a pulse of circularly polarized laser light, which generates electron-hole pairs in one of the quantum wells. We include an electric field along the growth axis to simulate the electrical gating of the sample, which allows us to induce and control the carrier tunneling in a desired direction and to obtain the spatial separation of the electron and the hole. For the simulation of the magnetooptical experiments we take into account also the presence of a magnetic field. This allows as to simulate the time resolved Kerr rotation (TRKR) signal, which is experimentally measured to probe the spin dynamics. We reproduce the effect of the extension of the spin polarization life time, which was observed experimentally in such structures 32 . Moreover, we study the destructive impact of temperature and sample inhomogeneity on this effect. Finally, we also investigate the impact of the magnetic field tilting on the spin dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows. First, in Sec. II, we provide the theoretical framework of the investigated system and derive the spin dynamics model. The results, as well as their discussion, are presented in Sec. III. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. IV.
II. THE MODEL
We investigate spin dynamics in an undoped double quantum well system by the extension of the model developed previously for a single QW 20, 23 . The fundamental optical transition in the system consists in a generation of an electron-hole pair (exciton). We simulate the optical excitation by a pulse of circularly polarized laser light focused on one of the quantum wells (assumed further to be the first one). In this manner, due to the selection rules governing such pumping in this type of structures, a selected bright exciton state is pumped.
In Fig. 1 we present a schematic energy diagram of the system and indicate the essential dynamical processes simulated in this work. The bandstructure is tilted due to a homogeneous electric field applied along the growth axis, which promotes the tunneling of the electron and the hole between the quantum wells. For simplicity, the diagram corresponds to T = 0 K, at which only one way (energy preferable) tunneling for each of the carriers is possible. There are four possible radiative recombination processes in the system, each of them corresponding to the decay of one of the bright exciton states. The simulated system is placed in a homogeneous magnetic field, which causes the Larmor precession of spins. The diagram corresponds to the case of an in-plane magnetic field.
The electron subsystem is described in the spin-up, spin-down basis of states (in terms of spin projection onto the axis normal to the QW plane) {|↑ 1 , |↓ 1 , |↑ 2 , |↓ 2 }, where arrows denote the spin orientation and number in the subscript distinguishes between the particle presence in the one of the two wells. Analogically, the basis states for the holes are {|⇑ 1 , |⇓ 1 , |⇑ 2 , |⇓ 2 }. The whole system is described in the product basis, with the additional vacuum state |0 , to allow for a description of the electron-hole pair recombination process. For convenience, we distinguish the four bright exciton states and denote them by |X i , where i = 1, 2 corresponds to direct excitons, |X 1 = |↑ 1 ⇓ 1 , |X 2 = |↑ 2 ⇓ 2 ; i = 3, 4 to indirect ones, |X 3 = |↑ 1 ⇓ 2 and |X 4 = |↑ 2 ⇓ 1 , respectively, with the spin-flipped counterpart for each of them labeled by X We model the optical excitation by a laser Hamiltonian written in the rotating frame picture with respect to zero-field exciton energies and in the rotating wave approximation. The pump pulse is circularly polarized (σ + ) and coupled to the first QW. The pumping laser Hamiltonian is
where ∆ is the pulse detuning from the direct exciton line and f (t) is the pulse envelope. One finds the density matrix after the pulse in the second order approximation with respect to the pulse amplitude
where ρ 0 is the initial density matrix, assumed here to be ρ 0 = |0 0|.
The subsequent spin dynamics is modeled using a Markovian master equation in the rotating frame picture with respect to zero-field exciton energies, but with the spin dynamics kept in the Schrödinger picturė
where H 0 is the Hamiltonian describing electron and hole spins in the magnetic field
e .
Here, µ B is the Bohr magneton,ĝ h is the hole Landé tensor with no in-plane anisotropy assumed,ĝ h = diag g h ⊥ , g h ⊥ , g h , where g h ⊥ and g h are the in-plane and axial components ofĝ h , respectively, g e is the electron Landé factor, which is assumed to be isotropic, and
e are the vectors of Pauli matrices for the hole and electron spins in the i-th quantum well, respectively. We assume that Landé tensor/factor for hole and electron are identical in both wells and treat the hole as a pseudo-spin-1/2 system. For the magnetic field oriented in the XZ plane, B = B (sin θ, 0, cos θ), the electron spin is simply quantized along the magnetic field direction, one also easily finds the hole spin quantization axisê = (sin φ, 0, cos φ), where tan φ = g ⊥ /g tan θ, and the effective Landé factor for the hole is
The calculation of Zeeman eigenstates is straightforward and yields
for the electron subspace and analogically for holes
where i = 1, 2 denotes the index of the quantum well. The Hamiltonian may be rewritten using its eigenstates
where ω e = µ B Bg e / , ω h = µ B Bg h / are the Larmor precession frequencies for the electron and the hole, respectively.
The dissipative dynamics of the system, including spin relaxation, decoherence, electron and hole tunneling between the quantum wells, and the exciton recombination, is described in the Markov limit (justified by relatively long timescales involved here) by the superoperators L in the universal Lindblad form 23 . The first term,
consists of the electron and hole dissipators for each quantum well and describes the spin relaxation and pure dephasing processes caused by the interaction between the investigated open system and its environment (e.g. phonon reservoir). The dissipators are of the form
where η = e, h denotes the carrier type,
are the spin-flip and pure dephasing transition operators for the electron and the hole in the i-th well, and κ
are the corresponding spin-flip rates, connected by the relation
which guarantees the detailed balance condition at equilibrium, with ∆E η denoting the Zeeman energy splittings, and κ i(0) η the pure dephasing rates. The carrier tunneling, enhanced by the electric field applied along the growth axis, is accounted for in the same limit by the following superoperators 
η are the corresponding tunneling rates in both directions for the electron and the hole, connected by the relation analogous to (4), with ∆E η here equal to the difference between the single particle energy in two wells (see Fig. 1 ).
The last process in the modeled dissipative dynamics is the exciton radiative recombination described by the following superoperators
where γ i is the radiative decay rate of the i-th of possible excitonic states in the system, γ (0) i are the additional pure dephasing rates for each exciton, and the transition operators are
To obtain the direct correspondence with experimentally measured quantities we use the density matrix in the spin-up, spin-down basis and construct dynamical variables, each being an average value of an appropriate operator
such as the spin polarization for electrons and holes in each QŴ
and the electron and hole spin coherenceŝ
Finally the system is probed with a linearly polarized laser pulse focused on one of the QW, which is assumed to be resonant with the fundamental transition in the probed QW. We label the time instant just before the arrival of the probe pulse by τ − . It is possible to collect the signal only from one selected QW, which is achieved by the tuning of the probe pulse wavelength to the transition in the selected well, so the optical response (TRKR signal), that is, the rotation of the polarization plane of the reflected or transmitted probe pulse, is proportional to the difference between the electron and hole spin polarization 23, 34 (6) in the selected QW just before the probe pulse arrival 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The numerical solution of the equation of motion (3) allows us to calculate the time dependence of spin polarization, Eq. (6), in each of the QWs, which is proportional to the experimentaly measured TRKR signal. In this section, we utilize this to investigate the essential features of spin dynamics in the discussed DQW system.
In the first part of simulations we set an in-plane magnetic field, B = 5 T, and effective g-factor values taken from experimental data 35, 36 and equal g e = 0.18 and g e = 0.07 for electrons and holes respectively. The electron and hole spin relaxation times for both QWs are set to τ e = 1 ns and τ h = 3 ns, which are typical values for such structures 37, 38 . The recombination times for direct and indirect excitons are set to 100 ps and 10 µs respectively.
First, we investigate the effect of the extension of the spin polarization life time due to the carrier tunneling and spatial separation of the exciton. For this purpose, we simulate the TRKR signals obtained by probing both QWs under the optical pumping of the first well at the low temperature of 1 K. In Fig. 2 , we show the result of such simulation for various tunneling times, τ η = 1/T (12) η , for two cases, electron or hole tunneling to the second well, which correspond to the opposite directions of the electric field. In both cases, one can observe the effects of an interplay between the fast direct exciton recombination in the first well and the tunneling of one of the carriers forming the excitonic complex to the other well. in the second well, while the signal from the first well is composed of both electron and hole spin oscillations with different periods (due to the difference ing values) and it undergoes a fast exponential decay governed by the direct exciton recombination. Through intermediate situations, one arrives at the regime of dynamics dominated by the tunneling, which is dealt with when the tunneling time is comparable to or shorter than the direct exciton life time. One then observes the separation of carriers visible in the plot as single-frequency oscillations of the signals from the both QWs. The life time of the spin polarization in both wells is extended and after some initial time (close to the tunneling time) becomes governed by the slow indirect exciton recombination. While in the low temperature limit discussed above one dealt effectively only with the one way carrier tunneling, from the first to the second QW, at higher temperatures the probability of the tunneling in the opposite direction becomes nonzero, which should block the desired effect of exciton separation and shorten the spin polarization life time. A simulation of this effect is shown in Fig. 3 , where at low temperature one can see the fast electron tunneling to the second well (a condition similar to the green dashed line plotted for τ e = 100 ps in Fig. 2 ). When the temperature is risen, one can observe the damping of spin polarization oscillations in the second well. The confirmation of the fact that one really deals here with the back-tunneling can be found in the signal from the first QW, where for the time of the whole simulation a composition of two (electron and hole spin) oscillations is present. According to Eq. (4), this effect becomes relevant when the thermal energy, kT , is comparable with the difference between the carrier energy in the two wells. The latter, set in this simulation to ∆E e = 1.5 meV, is proportional to the applied electric field (its magnitude is on the order of 10 6 V/m here), which up to some extent can be used to escape from this unfavorable regime.
Another disadvantageous issue, which cannot be avoided in the experiment, is the inhomogeneity of the QWs. Both the well width and its composition may change slightly from place to place in a sample, which causes, among others, the spatial fluctuations of the Landé factor values. To take this fact into account, we averaged the simulations of the TRKR signal over a normal distribution of g-factor values both for holes and electrons. The result is presented in Fig. 4 , where one can observe the impact of this inhomogeneity separately for each type of carriers. The spin polarization oscillations are increasingly dumped with rising standard deviation of g. The life time of the spin polarization for both types of carriers is shortened to approximately 0.5 ns for the standard deviation of the Landeé factor equal ∆g = 15%. Another investigated feature of the system was the impact of the magnetic field tilting on the simulated spin dynamics. For that purpose, we set a constant magnetic field magnitude, B = 5 T, and vary the angle of its tilt from the Voigt geometry, α = π/2 − θ. The results of this simulation are presented in Fig. 5 . Recent experimental reports 27, 39 show that the hole g-factor anisotropy may be very high in GaAs/In(Al) x Ga 1−x As/GaAs QWs, with the ratio g h /g h⊥ exceeding the factor of 10. According to this results, in our simulation, hole g-tensor out-of-plane and in-plane components are g h = 0.93 and g h⊥ = 0.066, respectively.
The main feature present in the simulation for nonzero tilt angles is the deviation from the symmetric oscillations around zero polarization, which is visible in the signal form the first QW in the case of the electron tunneling and in the signal from the second QW in the case of the tunneling of the hole, so in the regions dominated by the hole spin polarization. One does not observe such behavior of the signal, which is composed mostly of the electron spin polarization contribution. Such asymmetric shape of the signal is caused by the presence of a nonprecessing exponentially decaying component, which was theoreticaly predicted 23 and observed experimentally 27 in the spin dynamics in a single doped QW. In the tilted magnetic field, the spin precession takes place around an axis, which is also tilted from the QW plane. In such case, not only the dynamics of the spin component perpendicular to the precession axis (precession damped by the spin dephasing) has its reflection in the simulated TRKR signal, which is proportional to the spin projection on the growth axis. The spin component parallel to the quantization axis also has a non-zero projection on that direction. This makes the spin relaxation leading to thermalization between the Zeeman eigenstates (longitudinal decoherence) also visible in the simulated signal as the non-oscillating component, which contribution increases with α. While the electron spin is quantized along the magnetic field direction, the axis of the hole spin quantization is tilted by the angle, β = π/2 − φ, which increases rapidly with α due to the strong hole g-tensor anisotropy (see the inset in Fig. 5 ). This explains why the nonprecessing component of the spin dynamics is noticeable only in the signal composed mostly of the hole spin contribution. For α = 8
• the tilt of the hole quantization axis reaches already β = 63
• and the signal is dominated by the nonprecessing component. In the right panels, one can observe the dynamics of the carrier that tunnels. For the hole, it is composed of the initial increase of the signal connected with the appearance of the carrier in the QW, the non-precessing exponentially decaying component and oscillations.
The spin thermalization process for both types of carriers ends in the equilibrium state, which has a non-zero projection on the z axis. This remaining spin polarization increases with the tilt angle of the qantization axis and is not visible for the electron in the scale of the figures. As a result one obtains a long-living (limited only by the slow indiect exciton recombination) non-oscillating hole spin polarization in one of the QWs.
While the electron oscillation frequency remains unchanged upon the tilt of the magnetic field due to its g-factor isotropy, this is not the case for the hole, the effective Landé factor of which changes with the tilt angle. This results in the increased oscillation frequency.
In Fig. 6 we present an equivalent simulation, which differs only in the fact that a fast spin dephasing process is enabled for both types of carriers with the dephasing times equal τ h = 1 ns for the electron and the hole, respectively. One can notice that only the oscillating component of the signal is damped here, due to the coherence decay, while the nonprecessing component behavior remains unaffected and follows the spin relaxation process, as expected.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We simulated the spin dynamics of optically generated carriers in the DQW system in the presence of both electric and magnetic fields. The theoretical model developed here allows one to simulate the results of magneto-optical experiments performed on such systems, especially the signal obtained in the TRKR measurements. Our model properly reproduces the effect of the extension of the life time of the spin polarization caused by the charge separation due to the possibility of tunneling of a carrier to the other QW.
We have shown that the discussed effect depends es-sentially on the ratio of the carrier tunneling time to the direct exciton recombination time, which is a fact to be taken into account during the sample design process. Moreover, we predict that this advantageous effect can be suppressed by various factors. We show that the possibility of a back-tunneling, which increases with temperature and becomes relevant when thermal energy is comparable with the difference between the energy of the tunneling particle in the two wells, may totally block the considered effect. Also the impact of the quantum well inhomogeneity (width or composition) was investigated and was shown to cause the damping of the spin polarization and therefore the loss of magneto-optical signal to be observed in the experiment. The consideration of the magnetic field tilting showed the presence of the non-oscillating component it the TRKR signal from one of the wells and the resulting asymmetry of spin polarization oscillations, which is considerable when the signal is composed mostly of the hole spin contribution. The hole spin relaxation in such conditions leads to a long-living non-zero signal, with the life time limited only by the slow indirect exciton recombination.
The proposed model provides a complete description of the TRKR response from a DQW sample as a function of the essential parameters of the system. Hence, it can be used to extract dynamical parameters, such as carrier g-factors, spin life times and coherence times for investigated systems, from experimental data.
